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The case for better regulations

By Riley Johnson
Within days of each other this month, Gov. Steve Bullock released

his business plan for Montana, and the federal Bureau of Labor

Statistics (BLS) issued its latest jobs report.
The BLS report found that Montana's employment has grown

back to its pre-recession peak, although the recovery has taken

longer than any since the BLS started keeping score back in 1939.

Part of this success has come from common-sense

state regulatory policies.
Pledging to create "a climate that attracts, retrains

and grows businesses," the governor's plan made it

clear that there is a direct correlation between eco-

nomic development and smart regulations.
Unfortunately, our federal agencies in Washington

have not come to the same solution. The biggest ob-

stacle to Montana's long-term economic growth and the short-term

recovery of the U.S. economy, especially for small businesses, has

been federal regulations.
Years of uncoordinated regulatory expansion by federal agencies

has created a complex and inefficient system that works against

America's job creators.
This is not a political issue. Regulatory requirements have
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Supporting Je
makes sense

To the editor,

I am writing this letter in support of Represen-

tative Jeff Welborn and his candidacy for House

District 72. Jeff has served in this capacity for

three terms and has demonstrated his commit-

ment to his constituency by considering their

inputs and comments as he makes decisions on

very important legislation and policy in Helena.
Jeff's ability to listen to all sides and analyze the
impacts of each bill on the residents of HD 72 and

Montana has garnered the respect of his fellow

legislators enabling him to become chair and/
or co-chair of several important legislative and
interim committees. Jeff's seniority, stature and
well deserved respect gives the residents of HD
72 a huge advantage on issues important to us in
the next legislative session. I urge your support
of Jeff Welborn in the upcoming primary.

Jim Hagenbarth
Dillon

Impressed by
candidate Erb

To the editor.

During my life I've found that so many people,
including myself of course, find it far easier to
complain about the negative than to be thankful
for the positive. I write this letter in an effort to
do my small part to write that wrong. Today, I'm
happy to write a letter in support of Brooke Erb's
effort to be elected to House District 72 that is
both entirely positive and entirely true.

During the last year, I was lucky enough to
be able to serve as the President of the student
government at Montana Western. In that role. I
had the distinct pleasure of being able to work
with Brooke Erb on a daily basis. The amount
I learned from Brooke's attitude and work ethic
alone could fill more space than this letter allows.
Brooke's amazing dedication to the students that
she works for was highlighted by the days that she
would regularly put in a more than an eight hour
day at her day job before leaving with a smile to
tackle her next project in her business at home.
Simply put, I'm not sure I have the narrative skills
to tell you about the kind of example that Brooke
sets day in and day out.

Regardless of that, though. I'm here to talk
about Brooke and her role as a candidate for Mon-
tana House District 72. Though I again may not
have the words that I wish for. I can say without
a doubt that Brooke is one of the most thought-
ful and honest people I've ever met. When you
talk to Brooke, you know that she means what
she says and that she has taken the time to think
things through before she said anything. I've
been so happy and excited to see her continue
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grown under the watch of Democratic and Republican presidents.

Now, elected officials of both parties are noticing the threat that

the current regulatory system poses to business growth and job

creation. It's not hard to see why.
There are more than 400 federal agencies in Washington, and

many of these agencies put out rules and regulations. When you

add these regulations on top of state regulations and on top of
existing regulations, it's easy to see how we have in-
advertently created regulatory morass with a host of

inefficient, duplicative, and outdated rules. In fact, as

of February, there were more than 3,000 new federal

regulations pending.
One of the main reasons that private sector job

growth has been so slow is uncertainty among small-

business owners about what new regulations are com-

ing next, and how much they will to add to the cost of doing business.

Expanding payroll is a major bet on the future. And small-

business owners are reluctant to make that bet while the wild card

of new federal regulations is on the table.
Our regulatory system is in critical need of modernization and

giving small businesses a greater voice in the regulatory process,

providing an independent review of both the potential costs and

that as a candidate for office. As a young person
and someone who considers themselves more
of an independent than a Republican, I can also

say that Brooke opened my eyes many times to
a conservative point of view that I had rarely
heard before.

Brooke has been going from door to door in
town, trying to talk to as many people as she can.

If she stops at your door, you should definitely
take the opportunity to talk to her. Brooke is the
kind of person that we all wish would get into
politics. Honest, intelligent, and strong enough

to speak her mind.
As soon-to-be graduate. I feel like it's a dream

come true to finally get to vote for someone that
will tell me what they believe and why they
believe it... and then refuse to change that just

because it might get some more votes. Personally,

I just feel lucky to get a chance to support Brooke
Erb for House District 72. The early voting for the
primaries is coming soon, and I would encourage
everyone to fill at a ballot as soon as possible if

you vote absentee. I'm sure you won't regret it.

Seamus Manley
Dillon

Praise the Lord
To the editor,

A bomb scare in our local high school: At that
moment, was it folly or for real? It could have
been for real. In another current situation, a Min-
nesota teen was all set to carry out a horrendous
scheme - kill his family, ignite prepared explo-
sives at school, shoot as many students as he could.

Yes, moral failures are abounding in our nation
with regularity. Why? Our leaders commonly
avoid the basic cause, and we are slow to choose
those who might make a difference. Going to the
polls, so many of us are inclined to vote, What
is best for my own belly -- instead of thoughtful
consideration, What is best for all.

Petty politics, local and across the land, often
disrupt progress by poor accountability and foul
selfish displays. Every week brings new incidents
revealing increased effort to push God out of
civic and educational affairs - even in the media
and by the military. By the sum of our individual
inaction and stagnation, are we paying the price?
How perverse and severe must our crises become
in our moral and economic choices before we
are awakened to see that we have a very deep
spiritual problem.
We may display some lip service at times to

our Maker, but on the whole, there seems to be
much pride and fleshly affections that are collec-
tively dividing us from His merciful blessings in
Christ Jesus. His Word in Proverbs 13:34 clearly
asserts, "Righteousness exalteth a nation, but sin
is a reproach to any people."

Viewing past historical evidence, if we have a
heart for any restoration of godliness that makes a
genuine positive difference for our nation, it must
begin with each of us with a lamenting confession
like that of the biblical Ezra (9:6). "0 my God, lam
too ashamed . . . to lift up my face to You. . . for
our iniquities have risen higher than our heads,
and our guilt has grown up to the heavens."

Apart from repentance, we need to expect
divine judgment, including increased incidents
of moral devastation, among the communities of
our nation. May each of us be humbled and wise
Restore our Creator to His Lordship.

H. Eugene Eslinger
Dillon

From 2000 to 2.014 the Bakken oil field has produced one billion
barrels of oil. Look what a difference it's made.
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benefits a regulation would create, and building a more transparent

rule-making process would go a long way in updating and balanc-

ing the current process.
Rules like the Clean Water Act proposed by the Environmental

Protection Agency and the Army Corps of Engineers is a prime

example. It would give the agencies authority over any private

property and dramatically expand the definition of wetlands. As

a result, ranchers, who might have ditches on their land that fill

with water when it rains, may need a permit from the EPA. And

the cost of an EPA permit can run as much as $270,000.
Regulations play an important role to be sure safeguarding our

community and protecting the pristine environment in our state.

But, it's not sensible to make landowners susceptible to a host of

new permitting requirements. Rules, like the expanded definition

of wetlands under the Clean Water Act, only reaffirm the need for

modernization of our regulatory system.
It's time to take a stand for smarter and more efficient regula-

tions -- and we hope Sens. Jon Tester and John Walsh will lead

the way. This is something that many small-business owners in

Montana would welcome.
Riley Johnson is Montana state director for the National Federa-

tion of Independent Businesses.

I GOTJUST
WHAT I NEEDED

FOR MOTHER'S DAY
— ANOTHER PAIR
OF HANDS!

Keystone problems
not recognized

To the editor,

There have been many long articles on this
page about the Keystone pipeline. Last week a
long piece by Robert L. Bradley from the Insti-
tute for Energy Research. In his second word
he claims the pipeline is being held up from
completion by environmentalists. But he never
mentions the thousands of ranchers who are

opposed because the pipeline will go through
their pastures. He does not mention the farmers

who are opposed to the pipeline because it will
go through their crops. He does not mention the
cities who are opposed to the pipeline because of
the fear it will contaminate drinking water. He

does not mention the thousands of hard working
individuals who will have their land taken away
by eminent domain. He does not mention the Na-
tive Americans who were given the poorest land
available and now the pipeline wants to take a
portion of their land.
He does not mention TransCanada, a foreign

oil company will make billions of dollars from
United States citizens who will get nothing, zero,

benefits from the pipeline.
He did not mention the original Keystone pipe-

line has had problems in the past. In the past five
years there have been 12 reported oil spills. One
this last spring was 21,000 gallons of oil spilled,

Mr. Bradley blames the environmentalists but
does not mention all the others who are environ-
mentalists but are known by a different name.
Mr. Bradley writes oily words that are very slick.

LaVon D. Brillhart
Dillon

EXPRESS YOURSELF IN

THE DILLON TRIBUNE

Let other people know how you feel and

what you think with a letter to the editor. Let-

ters are subject to editing for libel and good

taste, and should be limited to 400 words or

less.
Letters expressing appreciation for a spe-

cific, out-of-the-ordinary action are welcome,

hut letters with lists of names of contributors,

donors or volunteers, or letters that solicit

funds, will not he printed.
All letters must he signed, include a physi-

cal address of the submitter, and a telephone

number where the writer can he reached

during the day (the address and number will
not he printed). Unsigned letters, or those
using false names, will be discarded. Letters

from Beaverhead and Madison counties will

he given first preference, while those from

outside the area will he considered if, in the

view of the editor, they are of local interest.

Bring or mail your letter to:
22 S. Montana Street • PO. Box 911 • Dillon,

MT 59725 or e-mail editorebdillontribune.com
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